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Abstract. Amphiphilic aggregation at solid-liquid interfaces can generate mesostruc-

tured micelles that can serve as soft templates. In this study we have simulated the

self-assembly of hexadecyltrimethylammonium chloride (C16TAC) surfactants at the

Si(100)- and Si(111)-aqueous interfaces. The surfactants are found to form semicylin-

drical micelles on Si(100) but hemispherical micelles on Si(111). This difference in

micelle structure is shown to be a consequence of the starkly different surface topogra-

phies that result from the reconstruction of the two silicon surfaces, and reveals that

micelle structure can be governed by epitaxial matching even with non-polar substrates.
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1. Introduction

The aggregation of surfactants at solid-liquid interfaces can serve two general functions.

One is to modify the interfacial forces, as in various industrial processes [1] such as

detergency and ore flotation. The other is to generate mesostructured supramolecular

assemblies such as micelles which can then act as soft templates. For example,

mesoporous organosilicas are typically synthesised from an aqueous solution of structure-

directing surfactants and a silica precursor. These highly porous silica based materials

are used in catalysis, sensing, and drug delivery [2] and they have been grown on

substrates such as graphite [3], mica [4], and glass [5]. The surfactants are believed to

self-assemble upon the substrate, forming a mesostructured template that subsequently

aids nucleation and controls the orientation of the crystal.

The structure adopted by surfactant aggregates is influenced by many factors such

as surfactant geometry, counterion, concentration, temperature, and pH [6, 7]. In

this work we are concerned with the influence of the substrate. It is already well-

established that different substrates give rise to different micelle structures. For example,

under similar conditions, quaternary ammonium surfactants form semicylindrical

micelles on graphite, hemispherical micelles on amorphous silica, and full cylinders

on mica [8]. Different faces of the same crystal can also give rise to different

micelle structures. For example, computer simulations of sodium dodecyl sulphate

micellisation at the TiO2(rutile)-water interface produced semicylindrical micelles on

the (100) face, hemispherical micelles on (001), and rudimentary bilayers on (110)

[9]. In a previous paper [10] we showed these assemblies to be directed predominantly

by surface-surfactant electrostatic complementarity. Substrates can also control the

orientation of the micelles through epitaxial registry. A well-known example of this

is the aforementioned semicylindrical micelles on graphite [11, 12, 13] which align

perpendicularly to the graphite symmetry axes.

In the present work we have simulated the micellisation of hexadecyltrimethylam-

monium chloride (C16TAC) surfactants at the silicon-aqueous interface for the non-

oxidised, reconstructed Si(100) and Si(111) surfaces. The drivers for adsorption on

these surfaces will differ significantly from that on many of the above examples. For

instance, while adsorption on metal oxides are governed predominantly by ionic bond-

ing, hydrogen bonding, and hydrophobic interactions [14], adsorption on silicon will be

directed by soft epitaxy and induced image charges. Modelling image charges [15], how-

ever, is very challenging and we expect it to play a minor role in our system due to the

predominance of the neutral alkane group in the surfactants and the mostly localised

covalent bonding in silicon.

The main finding of our work is that the surfactants self-assemble to form

semicylindrical micelles on Si(100) but hemispherical micelles on Si(111). While it has

already been reported that organic molecules can achieve epitaxy with metal substrates

[16], this work, to the best of our knowledge, presents the first reported instance of

micelle morphology being determined by the topography of a non-polar substrate. We
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also note that semicylindrical micelles form domains [17] and herringbone patterns [18]

on graphite due to its three symmetry axes, whereas Si(100) has only a single symmetry

axis. This makes it a potentially attractive substrate for various applications such as

nanopatterning and mesoporous materials synthesis.

2. Methodology

Four molecular dynamics simulations were performed in total. The first two consisted of

C16TAC surfactants at the Si(100)-water and Si(111)-water interfaces. They were then

repeated but with the addition of sodium ions and silicic acid (detailed below).

In the first two simulations, a layer of C16TA+ surfactants were positioned above the

silicon surface and aligned normal to it in all-trans configuration with the hydrophilic

headgroups pointing towards the surface. The chloride counterions were placed between

the surface and the headgroups. The structure was then surrounded by a lattice of water

molecules, with any overlapping molecules removed. The amount of water was chosen

such that the thickness of the water layer, upon relaxation, was approximately 5 nm.

A vacuum slab of 5 nm was then added above the water; in addition to segregating the

periodic images, the vacuum slab enabled the system to maintain zero pressure while

sampling the canonical ensemble.

The concentration of surfactants at an interface is known to vary non-linearly with

the bulk concentration, as described by the adsorption isotherm. We aimed to reproduce

a bulk concentration of 2.0 mM C16TAC which is slightly above the experimentally-

determined critical micelle concentration of 1.3 mM [19]. However, unaware of any

published C16TAC/silicon isotherms, we utilised C16TAC/silica isotherms [20] as a

reasonable estimate which gave an adsorption density of 1.9 nm−2 at the desired bulk

concentration of 2.0 mM C16TAC.

In an experimental context, surfactants are invariably added to a solution in the

presence of other molecules. We consider mesoporous organosilica as a representative

system, the synthesis of which typically involves reacting a silica source, such as

sodium silicate, with a structure-directing alkytrimethylammonium halide surfactant

under basic conditions [21, 22, 23]. To replicate this, sodium ions and silicic acid

monomers were added to the water in our second batch of simulations with respective

Na+:SiO4H
−
3 :C16TAC concentrations of 1:1:1. The silicic acid was assumed to be

deprotonated (SiO4H
−
3 ) which is mostly true under basic conditions, and we disregard

the presence of silica oligomers since the process of oligomerisation occurs on a much

longer time-scale than we are simulating [24]. These impurities were mixed with the

chloride counterions and scattered in the volume above the C16TA+ surfactants. In an

attempt to minimise the net dipole moment inevitably built into our initial configuration,

the surfactants were inverted so that the headgroups pointed away from the surface.

All four systems were then simulated at 300 K for 5 ns each. Further details are

provided in the following three sections.
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Figure 1. Structure of the reconstructed (a) Si(100)-c(4×2) and (b) Si(111)-p(7×7)

surfaces with the conventional unit cells outlined.

2.1. Silicon surfaces

Both Si(100) and Si(111) are known to undergo significant reconstruction, as depicted

in Figure 1. In the case of Si(100) we adopted the c(4× 2) buckled configuration which

was created using density functional theory (DFT), details of which can be found in

the next section. We note that while there remains some debate regarding whether or

not the surface dimers buckle experimentally [25, p. 268], the buckling appears to be

irrelevant to our findings. In the case of Si(111), the surface undergoes a very elaborate

reconstruction that requires a large p(7×7) unit cell, making it impractical for us to build

this surface with DFT as we did for Si(100). Instead, the configuration was constructed

by reproducing the geometry determined from low-energy electron diffraction analysis

[26].

In our simulations, surfaces larger than a single unit cell were used. For Si(100), the

slab was composed of 4× 8 unit cells which had dimensions of approximately 6.2× 6.2

nm. The Si(111) slab consisted of 2× 2 unit cells and had cell vectors of length 8.1 nm

and at an angle of 54.7◦ to each other. These slabs were specifically chosen to be large

enough to support both semicylindrical and hemispherical micelles so as not to bias the

final micelle structure.

2.2. Interatomic potentials

The C16TA+ surfactants and the chloride and sodium ions were all described using

the GROMOS96 G45a3 [27, 28] force field which is a united carbon atom model,

meaning that any hydrogen atoms are fused with their parent carbon atom to form

a single interaction site. These potentials have been employed in several recent studies

of alkytrimethylammonium halide micellisation [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34]. The silicic acid

was modelled with the potentials of Jorge et al. [31] and the water with the rigid SPC/E

model [35]. The silicon surfaces were fixed in the simulations and so no Si-Si interactions
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Figure 2. (a) A schematic representation of the atomic model used to validate the

silicon potentials. A methane molecule is positioned above a silicon atom on the

top layer of Si(100) and the energy-distance curve is computed. (b) The resulting

adsorption curve for the DFT-D (squares) and the classical G45a3 (line) calculations.

were required.

The interactions between the surface Si atoms and all other atoms were modelled

using the Lennard-Jones potential parameters also provided by G45a3. In order to

validate that these potentials were appropriate for the current study we compared the

adsorption energy curves for a CH4 molecule on a Si surface calculated using the classical

potentials with those computed using DFT.

The DFT calculations were performed using a five layer slab of Si(100) composed of

2x1 lateral unit cells, with dimensions of 15.47×15.47 Å, constructed using the procedure

in Ref [36]. Each silicon atom in the bottom layer was passivated with a pair of

hydrogen atoms. The slab was periodic in three dimensions with a vacuum slab of

20 Å added to attenuate self-interaction between the images in the z-dimension. A

methane (CH4) molecule was then positioned directly atop an uppermost silicon atom

and the carbon-silicon distance varied, as illustrated in Figure 2(a). The difference in

energy with respect to an isolated surface and methane molecule was then recorded. The

calculations were performed using DFT as implemented in Quantum Espresso 4.1 [37].

The generalised gradient approximation based Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE)

exchange-correlation functional was employed. The core electrons were modelled with

Troullier-Martins [38] norm-conserving pseudopotentials with the configurations [1s2] 2s2

2p2 and [Ne] 3s2 3p2 for carbon and silicon, respectively. Only the Γ-point was sampled

and a kinetic energy cutoff of 30 Ry was used. Due to the locality of the exchange-

correlation functional, intermolecular dispersion effects are not directly reproduced. To

account for this we used the DFT-D dispersion correction of Grimme et al. [39] which

consists of a parametrised pairwise r−6 energy contribution. The computed adsorption

energies are plotted in Figure 2(b).

The adsorption energy was computed in an analogous way atomistically for the

same silicon surface (minus the hydrogen atoms) and for the G45a3 model of the CH2
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Figure 3. Time-evolution of the surfactants at the Si(100)/water interface. A

rudimentary semicylindrical micelle is formed. The silicon surface is shown in grey,

the alkane tail in green, and the nitrogen atom from the headgroup in blue. All other

atoms are hidden for clarity.

molecule which is a constituent of the alkane tails. The resulting energy curve is also

plotted in Figure 2(b). There is very good agreement between the two sets of data.

Both give the same energy minimum and equilibrium spacing to within 0.01 kJ/mol

and 0.2 Å, respectively. We conclude that the G45a3 silicon parameters are suitable for

modelling silicon surfaces.

2.3. Molecular dynamics details

The simulations were performed using DL POLY Classic 1.9 [40] in the NVT ensemble.

Rhombohedral periodic boundary conditions were imposed and long-range electrostatics

were handled by the particle mesh Ewald method. The Nosé-Hoover thermostat

maintained the desired temperature. The leapfrog Verlet algorithm with a time-step

of 2 fs was used to integrate the equations of motion.

3. Results and discussion

In the initial configurations of the pure-water simulations, the hydrophobic tails were

exposed to the water above. Within the first 200 ps many of the surfactants had

inverted and aggregated in an attempt to shield their tails from the water. In the case

of Si(100), this resulted in an elongated micelle that was partially attached to the surface

and which increased its contact over the subsequent 300 ps, as shown in Figure 3. This
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Figure 4. Side-views of the semicylindrical micelle formed on Si(100), and an overhead

view of the hemispherical micelles (highlighted for clarity) formed on Si(111). These

are the final configurations after 5 ns of simulation. See Figure 3 for the colour scheme.

process of aggregation, followed by a gradually increasing surface contact, also unfolded

at the Si(111) interface except that, due to the larger unit cell and therefore the larger

number of surfactants, three separate micelles were created (composed of 13, 35, and 58

surfactants).

The aggregation of the surfactants and their subsequent adsorption to the surfaces

would have been driven partly, if not mostly, by entropy. This is because both processes

are accompanied by the release of confined water molecules. Such a discharge increases

the degrees of freedom of the system and therefore the entropy. In fact, in bulk C16TAC

micellisation, over 65% of the free energy change is due to an increase in solvation

entropy [19].

A crucial difference between the micellisation at the Si(100) and Si(111) interfaces

was the organisation of the surfactants as they came into contact with the surfaces. On

Si(100) the surfactants successively aligned in parallel, driven partly by their interaction

with the preceding surfactants, resulting in a linear array that naturally gave rise to a

semicylindrical structure. This final structure, shown in Figure 4, is slightly incomplete
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Figure 5. Density in the xy-plane of the vector between the headgroup and tail of

each surfactant on the two substrates, Si(100) and Si(111). The respective densities

are characteristic of semicylindrical and hemispherical micelles.
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Figure 6. The topography of (a) Si(100) and (b) Si(111) from the perspective of a

-CH2- unit in the surfactant tail. The long surface crevices are highlighted in green.

(c) The angle distribution of the surfactants that fall within 1 nm of each surface.

suggesting that our (tentative) choice of surfactant concentration was indeed too low.

By contrast, the surfactants on Si(111) exhibited no such linear organisation and

instead dispersed radially outward as they increased their coverage of the surface. This

resulted in a pair of hemispherical micelles (the smallest of the three micelles remained

detached from the surface) as shown in Figure 4. The densities in the xy-plane of

the vector between the headgroup and tail of each surfactant on the two substrates,

Si(100) and Si(111), are shown in Figure 5. The respective densities are characteristic

of semicylindrical and hemispherical micelles.

Repeating these simulations but with the sodium and silanol added to the solution

presented a practical hurdle. The initial configuration had a net dipole moment which

the system subsequently quenched by pulling the CTA+ molecules away from the surface

and into the ionic mix above. In doing so, a micelle formed that was completely detached

from the surface and which, due to its stability, would have taken prohibitively long to

reattach. We therefore restarted the simulations but having equilibrated them first

for 500 ps with the tail-ends of the CTA+ molecules fixed near to the surfaces. This

allowed the ions and the headgroups to reduce the dipole without forming a micelle in

the process. When the tails were released, the surfactants relaxed as before, forming a

semicylindrical micelle on Si(100) and hemispherical micelles on Si(111). Some of the

chloride counterions in the vicinity of the CTA+ headgroups were replaced with silicic

acid while the remaining ions eventually aggregated to form ionically-bound oligomeric

chains. These neutral aggregates remained detached from the micelles which would

explain their impotence in affecting the resulting structures. The fact that this second

batch of simulations resulted in the same morphologies as the first would suggest that

the structures were not biased by the initial configurations.

3.1. Role of surface topography

To explain the different micelle structures that form on Si(100) and Si(111) we have

analysed the topographies of the two surfaces. Figures 6(a) and (b) show the variation

in adhesion energy between each silicon surface and a single -CH2- molecule from the
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alkane tails, where dark regions correspond to strong adhesion. This was computed

by sweeping the -CH2- probe across a two-dimensional grid and then, for each (x, y)

coordinate, minimising the energy in the z direction. We have also computed the

orientation of the surfactants near to the surfaces. More specifically, for each unit xi of

the hydrocarbons within 1 nm of the surface, we projected xi+1−xi−1 onto the xy-plane

and computed the angle with respect to the +x axis. The time-averaged distribution of

these angles is shown in Figure 6(c) for both surfaces.

Si(100) displays a distinct corrugation with rows of crevices. The surfactants

evidently align themselves with these features and thus adopt a commensurate structure.

A similar attempt is made by the surfactants on Si(111) to match the long crevices, as

evidenced by the peaks at -60◦, 0◦, and +60◦ in Figure 6(c). By attempting to match

the topography and symmetry of the surfaces, the hemispherical and semicylindrical

structures naturally ensue.

When a semicylindrical micelle forms at the graphite-aqueous interface, it aligns

with one of the three equivalent symmetry axes of the crystal plane. This alignment

is believed to result from the fortuitous match between the distance of the centres of

the hexagons (2.46 Å) and the distance between alternate units of the hydrocarbon

chains (2.51 Å) giving rise to efficient chain packing and strong adhesion [41]. We have

discovered a similar fortuity regarding hydrocarbons on Si(100), albeit inter- rather

than intra-molecular in nature. Figure 7(a) shows the z-density of the hydrocarbons

at the Si(100)-water interface. The peaks reveal two distinct layers on the surface,

vertically separated by 0.77 Å. By measuring the features of the Si(100) surface, we

find that the hydrocarbons must be horizontally separated by an average of 3.86 Å.

This arrangement is illustrated in Figure 7(b) and it follows that the average distance

between the hydrocarbons in contact with the surface is 3.94 Å. This is less than 0.1

Å short of the mode separation of all of the hydrocarbons in the micelle, as shown in

Figure 7(c). The hydrocarbons are therefore able to achieve registry with the substrate

without straining.

The applicability of our findings to an experimental setting will, of course, depend

on how the silicon surfaces are prepared. When silanol groups form on the surfaces they

prevent direct interaction between the silicon and the surfactants. This can reduce the

anisotropy and thus eliminate any influence from the surface topography on the micelle

structure [42].

4. Conclusions

We have simulated the micellisation of hexadecyltrimethylammonium chloride

surfactants at the Si(100)- and Si(111)-aqueous interfaces both with and without sodium

silicate ions. In all cases the surfactants aggregated and adsorbed to the surfaces forming

distinct micelle structures with the hydrophobic groups shielded from the water. On

Si(100) they adopted a semicylindrical structure but on Si(111) they were hemispherical.

Comparing the structure and orientation of the adsorbed surfactants to the
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Figure 7. The structure of the surfactants adsorbed to Si(100). (a) Two distinct layers

visible in the z-density of the surfactants. (b) The geometry of the surfactants (green,

aligned normal to the page) with respect to the Si(100) surface. (c) A histogram

showing the intermolecular distance between each CH2 and its nearest counterpart.

The arrow indicates the average spacing between neighbouring surfactants adsorbed

on Si(100), as shown in (b).

topographies of the surfaces revealed that the surfactants adopted their respective

morphologies in an attempt to match the symmetry of the substrates. We also observed

that, in the case of Si(100), the surfactants were fortuitously able to achieve perfect

registry with the surface features without straining, suggesting a strong driving force

for organisation.

Our results demonstrate that epitaxy can play a crucial role in determining micelle

structure even in the case of non-polar surfaces with which the surfactants interact

weakly via van der Waals forces.

Due to the existence of only a single symmetry axis for the reconstructed Si(100)

surface, one would expect uniform self-assembly of surfactants at all length-scales

making it potentially well-suited as a substrate for a range of applications particularly

in the synthesis of mesoporous materials.
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